
Time: 1 hour  

4. Underline the correct word from those given within brackets to fill in the blanks in the 

following text.  

Rabbit’s Burrow, 

Hollow Oak, 

1st April. 

Pig one, Pig two, Pig three, 

Brick House, 

Woodsy Woods. 

Dear Pig one, Pig two, Pig three, 

I have received the most (1)……………………….(surprise/surprising/surprised) letter. I’ll bet that 

you could never in a million years guess who it’s (2)…………………….(from/by/in). So I’ll just love 

to tell you. It’s from a human being! 

You know that my mother has forbidden us to go to the McGregors’ garden. It’s a (3)…………… 

(safe/risky/cool) place.(4)……………………….(but/and/so) the carrot and cabbages are very hard to 

resist (5)……………  (but /or/and )yesterday I didn’t even have to go inside the garden. I found my 

jacket shoes (6)……………………………..(outside/inside/through) the gate along with a note and two 

juicy carrots. The note turned out to (7)…………………………..(be/been/being) an invitation to 

Goldilocks MacGregor’s birthday party! Do you think her father (8)…………………….. (has 

known/knows/knew) about this? 

Well, I sure would love to see what a human party is like. And the invitation (9)………………… 

(said/saying/says) to bring as many friends (10)……………(since/as/like) I want. Would the three 

of you like to come with me this Sunday at 2.00p.m.? 

Your Friend, 

Peter Rabbit   
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2. Underline the correct word from those given within brackets. 

Speaking in public is  1)……………………(form of an art , occupation, profession) as its other forms 

like singing, writing or acting are. The speaker is required to be careful or rather more 

2)………………………(alert , careful ,cautious).because one of its most important requirement is to 

appear spontaneous to the audience. In ancient times, the great speakers used to prepare their 

speeches before a 3) …………………….(crowd, gathering, multitude)of their known persons and 

noticed their own 4)…………………… (shortcomings, faults ,mistakes)and reaction their spectators. 

The audience 5)…………………..( included ,contained , gathered )their trusted friends, critics and 

mentors. 

 

 

 

 Try to answer similar questions in the past papers. 


